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“ Safety’ to me doesn’t
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just mean being safe
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from verbal / physical
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harassment. I want
MYVTZ[YHUNLYZ
to feel comfortable
PU[OLZ[YLL[
that I’m not going

to be subject to a
range of annoying
behaviour from ‘jokes’
and unwanted sexual
advances to ‘funny’
looks and whispers.”
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“ They

“ The message is that you are welcome
to come to Brighton but if you come to
Brighton you must have money. You must
have somewhere to live and you must have
a job. Don’t come here unemployed. Don’t
come here disabled. Do not come here if
you have got mental health issues.”
 VMYLZWVUKLU[ZMV\UKP[LHZ`VY]LY`
LHZ`[VSP]LPU)YPNO[VU /V]L6M[OVZL
^OVOH]LSP]LKLSZL^OLYL [OV\NO[
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“ We’ve got a queer history as
everybody else in the pub...
Sometimes we’re like getting
filthy looks from people like...
“what’s that
 VMYLZWVUKLU[Z straight
couple doing
OHK[HRLUPSSLNHS
in here?”
KY\NZVY\ZLKSLNHS
I have to
KY\NZ^P[OV\[H
regulate my
WYLZJYPW[PVU 
behaviour to
VMYLZWVUKLU[Z
gay pub.”
KYPURHSJVOVS
“ A culture based on alcohol and money
and drugs in a culture which has a very
limited opportunity for community is
actually quite harmful.”

“ It’s been my experience that neither the LG

“ We’ve all had challenging
lives and stuff, but there has
been progress, there’s been a
huge amount of progress in the
city and Pride is the example
of that… I think is a fantastic
thing. From those early days when
there we a few hundred of us dodging
missiles around Churchill Square and
trying to chant, ‘We’re here, we’re
queer, we’re not going shopping.’ ”

community nor the straight community is
even prepared to accept bi people, let alone
provide truly inclusive services or an inclusive scene. It is actually scary being out on the
gay scene. I actually feel really frightened.”

– a Brighton & Hove gay magazine – did a thing about transsexuals
being on the scene and they interviewed a few people and, some of them, they
just didn’t like us at all. Didn’t understand us, but didn’t like us. I wrote to the
editor, sent a letter about some of the comments. He said that was just the ones
he could publish. He said, some of it was quite hostile. It’s deeply ingrained to
dislike us. Don’t matter that a lot of us are
in same sex or bisexual relationships.”
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